Environmental (in)Justice

in the Global village

Thursday,
March6 throughsunday,March9, 2003
Welcome to the Public Interest Environmental Law Conference, the
premier annual gathering for environmentalists in the world. Nowin its 21st
year, the Conference unites activists,
attorneys, students, scientists, and
concerned citizens to share their expertise, experience, and insights. With
more than 150 panels, keynote addresses, workshops, films,and celebrations, the Conference has become worldrenowned for its energy, innovation,and
inspirationfor all who participate.
Registration for the Conference willbe
on the front steps of the University of
Oregon School of Law at the corner of
Agate and 15th Street. Registration will

be from 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 6
through 11:00 a.m. on Sunday, March 9.
To download registration forms, visit our
website at: http://www.pielc.org
All Keynote Addresses will be at the
University of Oregon EMU Ballroom, and
Meals willbe at Gerlinger Hall. If
attending meals, please pre-purchase
tickets through Registration. Meal tickets
are not required to attend the keynotes.
Free tickets will be distributed for keynote
addresses on a first-come first-served
basis one hour before address. Overflow
rooms are available with closed circuit
television feed of the keynote addresses.

KeynoteBiograyhies

jurisprudence. He has also furthered the concept of absolute
liability for industrial accidents, and succeeded in incorporating
environmental protection and compensation in environmental suits
into India's Constitution.

Tom Blue Wolf is a Tribal Ambassador
and Faith Keeper of the
Muscogee Nation and has been a living demonstration
and active
educator on the way of life that promotes a sustainable future for
the Earth. Blue Wolf is the founder and President of Earthkeepers
& Company, a non-profit organization founded in 1969 focused on
environmental integrity, community relations, tribal values, and
global peace. He is also Curriculum Advisor and Adjunct Faculty at
Emory University, University of Georgia, Georgia State University,
and other educational institutions.

Fatima Jibrell, the Executive Director of Horn Relief, has faced \c,r
war, drought, and harassment while working to organize women
and protecting natural resources in Somalia. She achieved a major
victory by securing an enforced ban on the export of charcoal from
the Puntland government in northeast Somalia. Mrs. Jibrell is the
2002 recipient of the Goldman Environmental Prize for her work
and leadership in creating an environmental movement to protect
diminishing natural resources in Somalia.

Dr.

Robert D. Bullard

is Director of the Environmental Justice

Resource Center at Clark Atlanta University. He is one of the
planners of the First National People of Color Environmental
Leadership Summit. Professor Bullard served on President
Clinton's Transition Team in the Natural Resources and Environment Cluster and on the U.S. EPA National Environmental Justice
Advisory Council. He is the author of numerous scholarly works,
including Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class and Environmental
Quality.
Jim DiPeso is Policy Director of REP America, the national
grassroots organization of Republicans for Environmental Protection. Since 1995, REP America has been an outspoken voice for
restoring the Republican Party's conservation tradition and
demanding positive environmental leadership from Republican
elected officials. DiPeso has worked with REP America, as a
member of its Board of Directors and on its staff, since 1996.

Rugemeleza Nshala is the President of the Lawyers Environmental Action Team, the first public interest environmental law organization in Tanzania. Mr. Nshala, author of Management of Natural
Resources in Tanzania: Is the Public Trust Doctrine of Any Relevance?, is currently charged with sedition for exposing the
Tanzanian Government's responsibility for relocating 400,000 small
scale miners, resulting in 65 miners being buried alive.

Jennifer O'Donnell began working for Ohio Citizen Action in 1982
as a door-to-door canvasser. She has directed its Toledo and
Cleveland offices, and has been the Akron Director since 1997.
She directed a state-wide campaign for a electricity community
choice provision that allowed voters in more than 160 Ohio
communities to establish local government electric buying goups
representing more than 750,000 residential customers. The
majority of these customers are now buying power that is generated by natural gas and renewable sources rather than coal and
nuclear plants.

John Echohawk, a Pawnee, is the Executive Director of the Native
American Rights Fund. Echohawk was the first graduate of the
University of New Mexico's special program to train Indian lawyers
and was a founding member of the American Indian Law Students
Association. Echohawk has been recognized by the National Law
Journal as one of the most influential lawyers in America since
1988. He serves on several Boards of Directors, including the
American Indian Resources Institute, the Association on American
Indian Affairs, and the Natural Resources Defense Council.

Rev. AISharpton, candidate for a U.S. senate seat in 1992, is

~

running for the Democratic presidental nomination. In AI on
America, Rev. Sharpton decries presidential politics as an exclusive
club for white males, of a certain age, of a certain income. Rev.
Sharpton's platform against racial profiling and police brutality has
reached an international audience, and his work on human rights
issues has taken him recently to Sudan, Israel, Europe, and further,
forming an alliance with international peace activists across the

world.
Dr. Mae-Wan Ho is the co-founder and director of the Institute of
Science and Society (ISIS), a non-profit organization working for
social responsibility and sustainable approaches in science. ISIS
initiated the Open Letter from World Scientists which demands a
moratorium on releases of genetically modified organisms, a ban
on patents on life-forms and living processes, and support for
sustainable agriculture. Dr. Ho has published over 200 publications
and ten books, including the recently published piece, Living with
the Fluid Genome.

Dr. Vandana Shiva is the founder and director of Research
Foundation for Science Technology and Natural Resource Policy.
Dr. Shiva won the prestigious Right Livelihood Award, known as
"the altemative Nobel Prize" for her work in connecting women and
the environmental movement. Founder of Navdanya, a movement
promoting diversity and use of native seeds, she is concerned
about the pirating of indigenous peoples' rights to use their natural
resources, and works with communities to stop threats to forests
and agricultural land.

Dolores Huerta co-founded United Farm Workers of America,
along with Cesar Chavez in 1962. Trained as a teacher, she turned
to direct action to eliminate the brutal conditions of poverty that
defined the lives of her young students in the 1950's. Huerta
successfully lobbied for the Agricultural Labor Relations Act, the
first law of its kind granting farm workers the right to collectively
organize and bargain for better wages and conditions. She is still
active in the fight for the rights of farm workers, women, and the
environment.

Dr. Noel Sturgeon is Chair of the Department of Women's Studies
at Washington State University. She has written on the ecofeminist
and the anti-militaristic movements. Her book, Ecofeminist
Natures: Race, Gender, and Transnational Environmental Politics,
analyzes the ecofeminist understanding of nature, gender, and race
to evaluate their effects on movement coalitions and environmental

M.C. Mehta has single handedly won dozens of landmark environmental judgments from India's Supreme Court since 1984, making
him perhaps the most successful environmental litigator in the
world. Mehta's work has imported public trust doctrine into Indian

Ray Vaughn is the founder and Executive
non-profit environmental law firm designed
cases that other non-profit firms cannot or
to protect public lands and resources from

consciousness. Sturgeon has been actively involved as an activist
in the women's peace movement.
Director of Wildlaw, a \..
to handle the difficult
do not handle. Working
Louisiana to Virginia,

Ray and Wildlaw handle more environmental cases in the South
than all other legal groups combined. Ray and his work have been
featured on CNN and the CBS Evening News, and in The Wall
Street Journal, Backpacker, Mother Jones, Outside, The New York
~;mes, Sports Afield, E, Defenders, and other publications.

'-'Hon.

Robert Yazzie is the Chief Justice of the Navajo Nation
Supreme Court who has not forgotten his obligation of sharing
traditional values and continues to implement the Navajo philosophy in the Navajo Nation Courts. Chief Justice Yazzie was instrumental in adopting a policy that the Court should sit at universities
and the Indian Law Conference as a means to offer law students
the opportunity to see an Indian nation court at work. The Navajo
Nation Courts are unique because they employ peacemaking, the
traditional Navajo system of justice, and the western model of the
United States.

Thursday,
March6

Salmon Hatcheries: The Toxic Bandaid? (EMU Maple)
Salmon hatcheries can both prevent and accelerate the extinction
of wild salmon. While hatchery production provides salmon, it may
mask the population decline of wild salmon and introduce pollutants
into salmon-bearing streams. This panel will discuss the environmental impact of hatcheries in the Northwest.
Mark Riskedahl, Northwest Environmental Defense Center
Joe Whitworth, Oregon Trout
Kaitlin Lovell, Trout Unlimited

Saving What's Left: Zero Cut or Ending Commercial Logging?
(EMU Umpqua)
Activists around the country are seeking to protect national forests
by eliminating or reducing federal timber harvest. Come find out
about two competing approaches to restoring forest health.
Tim Hermach, Native Forest Council
Andrew George, National Forest Protection Alliance
The U.S. Military's War on the Environment (EMU Ben Linder)
Discussion of the impacts of and means to prevent the U.S.
military's anti-environmentalpractices and efforts to exempt itself
from environmentallaws.
Peter Galvin, Center for Biological Divesity
TBA

REGISTRATION
2:00p.m.- 6:00p.m.

Front Steps UO Law School

PANELS/ PRESENTATIONS
4:00p.m.- 5:15p.m.
Getting Real About Global Warming: Impacts and Solutions
(EMURogue)
Presentation co-sponsored by the Institute for a Sustainable
-'wironment's Program for Watershed and Community Health, University
\.-.i

Oregon. People are causing climate change and as such, people can
solve it. This talk will start with a brief overview of climate change science
and Northwest impacts, followed by a discussion of what Climate
Solutions and others are doing to address the problem by creating
opportunities for farmers, entreprenuers, and communities.
Paul Horton, Climate Solutions

and the Regulation of Gene Technology (ELAW) (EMU
Metolius)
GMO technology and regulation is a hot topic around the world. ELAW Amigos from Europe, Asia, and the Americas willanalyze
regional and international issues in the regulation of genetically
modified organisms.
Phil Michaels, Friends of the Earth, UK
Hemantha, Sri Lanka
Jose Pablo Uribe, Centro Mexicano de Derecho Ambiental
Marx's Concept of Nature Versus Capitalism's Destruction of
Nature (EMU Alsea)
Capitalism's "endless and limitless drive to go beyond its limiting
barrier" puts humanity and nature at risk. Marx posed the possibility of a classless society: "The complete unity of man with nature the true resurrection of nature - the accomplished naturalism of
man and the accomplished humanism of nature." Is this utopia or a
necessity for humanity's and nature's surival?
Eugene Gogol, Author
John Foster, University of Oregon
Franklin Dmitryev, Author/Activist

GMOs

Protecting Biodiversity in Latin America (ELAW)(EMUWalnut)
A discussion of legal strategies to protect the flora and fauna of

.'itin America.

'-'

Carlos Soria, Foro Ecologico, Peru
Mauro Figueiredo, APRENDER, Brazil
Karen Balcazar, Sociedad Boliviana de Derecho Ambiental
Brenda Rocha, Attorney, Nicaragua

WORKSHOPS
4:00p.m.- 6:00p.m.
Grant Writing: Raising Fl,lnds From Foundations (EMUFir)
This workshopcovers strategies in grantwriting and techniques for
developing a strong proposal for foundations and corporate
funders.
Deborah Mailander, Non-profit Consultant
Grazing Law For Activists and Lawyers (EMUOak)
This workshop will provide tools for activists and lawyers to
challenge grazing on public lands.
Bill Eddie, Advocatesfor the West
Stephanie Parent, Pacific Environmental Advocacy Center
John Horning, Forest Guardians
Todd Tucci, Advocates for the West

SPECIAL EVENTS
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Receytion
for Indigenous peoyles (LAW 225)
KEYNOTERS (EMU Ballroom)
7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Welcome and Opening Address
Corbin Harney
Jim DiPeso

Dr.Vandana Shiva

in Your Neighborhood

(lAW 175)
Defeating the most notorious and ubiquitous global corporations
takes more than legal hooks and creative lawyering. Learn how to
combine legal muscle with an effective grassroots campaign to
';gep the likes of McDonalds, Wal-Mart, and other big-box and fast~od

behemoths out of the neighborhood.
Courtney Brown, Western Environmental Law Center
Ralph Bloomers, Cascade Resource Advocacy Group

The Oregon Medical Marijuana Act (lAW 241)
The 1998 Oregon Medical Marijuana Act has been a tremedous
benefit to thousands of seriously ill and disabled Oregonians.
Environmental impacts include drastic reduction in patients'
consumption of pharmaceutical drugs and increased use of plant
medicine instead of synthetic drugs.
Todd Dalotto, Compassion Center
Leland Berger
Sandee Burbank, Mothers Against Misuse and Abuse
John Sajo, Voter Power

The Road to Cancun: The WTOin the 21st Century (lAW 141)
This September, the World Trade Organization will meet in Cancun,
Mexico to attempt to pass the same ill-conceived forest agenda that
was defeated by public protests in Seattle in 1999. This panel will
provide an update on what this secretive body will be negotiating,
and how forest advocates are responding with new initiatives and
cross-border strategies.
Cynthia Josayma, Pacific Environment
Jim Jontz, Alliance for Sustainable Jobs and the Environment
Jason Tockman, American Lands Alliance
Victor Mennotti, International Forum on Globalization
Water Quality and TMDls: Where Do We Go From Here? (lAW
243)
After successfully forcing states and the EPA to establish TMDLs, it
"now time to actually clean up the nation's polluted water! This
~nel
will provide examples of TMDL implementation, discuss how
states are trying to reduce their responsibility in cleaning up their
own water, and what we are doing about it.
Matt Bishop, Western Environmental Law Center
Judi Brawer, Advocates for the West
Jack Tuholske
Roger Flynn, Western Mining Action Project

SPECIAL EVENTS
3:45p.m.- 5:15p.m.

MultimediaPresentation
(EMU fir)
Change is Inevitable, Highways Are Not: A Multimedia Guide
for Rural Communities
The story of how four communities confronted elected officials,
bureaucrats, and lobbyists whose plans would pave the last, best
places in this country. Striking imagery, original music, first-hand
accounts of the highway builder's sleazy tactics, and the methods
that were successful in fighting them. Followed by an open
discussion about road fighting tactics.
Karyn Moskowitz, Grassroots Community Organizer

PANELS/ PRESENTATIONS
3:30p.m -4:45 p.m.
9yond Preservation: Visions of Westside Forest Restoration
~AW110)
After a hundred years of destruction and neglect, there is a
growing movement advocating for restoration of forests. This
panel will focus on the need for, and possible paths of

restoration for, relatively wet forests west of the Cascades.
Doug Heiken, Oregon Natural Resources Council
Mary Zuschlag, Suislaw National Forest
Nathan Poage, U.S. Geological Survey
Doris Tai, Waldport District Ranger
David Bayles, Pacific Rivers Council
Border Power Plants: Transboundary
Politics and Pollution
(EMU Rogue)
New power plants, natural gas facilities, and other energy development is on the rise along the U.S./Mexico border to evade U.S.
environmental laws, to obtain permits quickly,and to avoid the
public scrutiny U.S. citizens are allowed. Citizens of both nations
are speaking out against this dirty practice and have filed a lawsuit
that will be the first test case challenging this practice.
Julia A. Olson, Wild Earth Advocates
Carla Garcia Zendejas, ELAW Attorney
Bill Powers, Border Power Plant Working Group
Citizen and Community Enforcement of Environmental
law

(ElAW) (lAW 175)
Citizens and their communities play an important role in enforcing
,

environmental law where governments are either indifferent or
incapable of response. This panel will provide an international
perspective on citizen and community enforcement.
Rodrigo Polanco Lazo, Fiscalia del Medio Ambiente, Chile
Elisa Nichols, Environmental Defender's Office
Joost Rutteman, Zuid-Hollandse Milieufederatie, Netherlands
Theivanai Amarthalingam, ELAW, Malaysia

Clearcutting the Ocean: Bottom Trawling and Habitat Destruction (lAW 241)'
Bottom trawling is one of the most destructive forms of fishing,
decimating complex sponges, corals, and other seafloor structures.
This panel willdiscuss efforts to restrict bottom trawling, including a
video of recently documented cold water coral gardens along the
Aleutian Archipellago.
Whit Sheard,The Ocean Conservancy
Karen Reyna,The Ocean Conservancy
Geoff Shester, Oceana
Green Pricing: Friend or Faux? (lAW 142)
Utilities have allowed the public to subsidize green energy by
paying a premium on their energy bills. But what is "green"
energy? Is landfill gas or poultry litter green? These seemingly
simple questions have raised much controversy and created
tensions among environmentalgroups.
Natalie Mcintire, Renewable Northwest Project
Scott Gollwitzer,Appalachian Voices
Robert Ukeiley,Georgia Center for Law in the Public Interest
Tracy Davids, Southern Appalachian Biodiversity Project

Integrating International Environmental law and Activism in a
Broader Global Forest Campaign (ElAW) (EMUMetolius)
Miguel Fredes, Southern Environmental Law Center, Chile
Aaron Sanger, ForestEthics
Alfred Brownell, Green Advocates, Liberia
Martin Garo, Center for Environmental Law and Community
Rights, Papua New Guinea
Off-Road Vehicle Litigation Update (EMU Maple)
This panel will provide an update of recent off-road legal developments and offer practical ideas for utilizing positive case law to rein
in off-road vehicle abuse on public lands.
Jack Tuholske
Jim Angell, Earthjustice
Steve Bloch, Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance
Amy Atwood, Meyer & Glitzenstein
Sacred Place Protection Efforts in Indian Country (EMU Ben

Linder)
Sacred American Indian lands continue to face threats as current

laws afford little protection. This panel will introduce the Sacred
Places Protection Coalition, a national effort to address challenges facing sacred place protections in the U.S.
Anthony Guy Lopez, Association on American Indian Affairs
Laura Baxter, Trust for Public Land
Lillian Sparks, National Congress of American Indians
Corbin Harney, Spiritual Leader of the Western Shoshone
Stewardship Doctrine: Environmental
and Related Rights for
Posterity Under the Constitution
(EMU Alsea)
This panel will discuss the Stewardship Doctrine, which applies to
a variety of Constitutional provisions on behalf of "Ourselves and
our Posterity." Learn how the Doctrine affects corporate and
environmental law and the takings doctrine.
John Edward Davidson, Constitutional Law Foundation
Charlie Ogle, Constitutional Law Foundation
Jay Austin, Environmental Law Institute
Mary O'Brien, University of Oregon
Sustainable Fish and Environmental Justice (CAER) (LAW
284)
Communities of color, low-income communities, tribes, and
indigenous people depend on healthy aquatic ecosystems and
the fish they support. This panel addresses the disproportionate
impact such communities feel, as well as efforts to restore their
ecological and cultural integrity.
Alfredo Quarto, Mangrove Action Project
Anne Mosness, Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
Laura Ziemer, Trout Unlimited
Charles Hudson, Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission

A time for dialogue and networking on how to create a more effective
environmental movement, focused on strategic questions such as:
'What would it take for us to shift from environmentalism as a special
interest to environmentalism as a way of life?" Several deep
discussions in rotating small groups followed by an opportunity to
explore the connections and patterns that emerge from the whole.
Tree Bressen, Sunrise Facilitation
Debby Sugarman, Sunrise Facilitation

'-"

FRIDAY DINNER (Gerlinger Hall)
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

KEYNOTERS (EMU Ballroom)
6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
John Echohawk
Dr. Mae-Wan Ho
M.C. Mehta

CELEBRATION

(Agate Hall)

9:00 p.m.
Come rage with the students of the University of Oregon. The
Garden Weasels will provide the entertainment and preview their
new song, "Blue Planet."

The Clean Water Act: Year in Review (EMU Oak)
This panel will discuss important Clean Water Act cases from the
past year and the Bush Administration's threats to the Act.
Melissa Powers, Western Environmental Law Center
Larry Sanders, Turner Environmental Law Clinic
William C. Carpenter Jr.

The Environmental Injustice of User Fees (EMUWalnut)
User fees playa crucial role in the current effort to reduce
government while privatizing evety aspect of human existence.
Regressive and undemocratic user fees are replacing progressive
taxes at evety level of government.
Scott Silver, Wild Wilderness
Yvonne McDonald
RW. Behan

WORKSHOPS
3:30

p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Electronic Communications: Effective Organizing With Email and the Internet (LAW141)
This workshop will address e-mail newsletters, Web-based
organizing options and tools, database tools, and present a
strategy for integrating online and real-world organizing.
Jon Stahl, ONE/Northwest
Dean Ericksen, ONE/Northwest
Tony Kaperick, NetCorps
Joe Millon, NetCorps

National Forest Management Act Regulations: Coordinating
Our Efforts (LAW184)

saturday,March8
REGISTRATION
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Front Steps UO Law School

SPECIAL EVENTS
Vantimes: 10:30a.m. -12:30 p.m.and 3:00p.m.- 5:00p.m.

Birdsof

prey Tour (LAWLobby)

There will be a shuttle taking interested persons to Cascade Raptor
Center (CRC) to view other birds of prey such as red tailed hawks,
vultures, eagles, and owls. Please sign up at CRC table on Friday.
Cost: $3 (student/senior), $4 (adult). Pay at CRC.
9:00

a.m.- 10:30a.m.

Multimedia Presentation
Arctic National WildlifeRefuge: AWasteland or Wilderness
How can the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge be called America's
Serengeti and also a wasteland? Some view the Alaskan refuge as
wilderness habitat for wildlife. To disturb it would be a crime. Others
see a desolate landscape inaccessible to most people. To not extract
oil beneath the refuge's coastal plain would be a waste. Which is it,
wilderness or wasteland?
Amy Gulick, Professional Nature Photographer

Marc Fink, Western Environmental Law Center

PANELS/ PRESENTATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS
5:00p.m.- 6:45p.m.

worldcafi

(EMU Foodcourt)

9:00 a.m. -10:15 a.m.
A "Dammed" Country: The Decommissioning of Dams (EMU
Alsea)
For the first time in U.S. history, the rate of dam removal exceeds

that of dam construction, although those removed have mostly
been small and obsolete. What are the prospects for removing
more dams, especially large, functioning dams?
Steve Mashuda, Save Our Wild Salmon
Elizabeth Grossman

~
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Matt Clifford, Clark Fork Coalition

CAFOs: What a Bunch of Crap (EMU Maple)
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations subject dairy animals to
intolerable conditions and growth hormones while emitting massive
amounts of waste into water, soil, and air. This panel will discuss
the threats to the human and natural environment posed by the
industrialization of feedlots.
Helen Reddout, CARE
Victor Hill, Clean Air Force

Environmental Impacts of War (EMUWalnut)
From the waste products of the military-industrial complex to the
herbicide sprayings in Columbia, war has devestating impacts on
our planet. Panelists will discuss some of the environmental
destruction of well-known conflicts, as well as some of the implications for international law.
Kim Alphandary
John Reese, Community Action Network
Steve Goldberg, National Lawyer's Guild

Genetic Engineering and Forestry (LAW184)
Genetically engineered trees offer herbicide and disease resistance
and faster growth potential. Genetic engineering also expedites
breeding in perennial crops. This panel will address environmental
and social concerns associated with replacing our National Forests
with genetically engineered varieties.
Mark DesMerets, Global Alliance Against Tree Genetic
Engineering
Martin Stephan, Rainforest Action Network
Richard Meilan, Oregon State University
Steven Strauss, Tree Genetic Engineering Research Coopera~ve
Hemp? Cannabis? Marijuana?
Legal or Illegal? (EMU Rogue)
Hemp has uses as far ranging as lip balm to the paper on which
this brochure is printed, reducing the need for chemically intensive
and ecologically devastating products. How has this once patriotic
crop been vilified and when will it end?
Floyd Prozanski, Oregon State Legislator
Daryl Ehrensing, Oregon State University
Caroline Moran, Living Tree Paper
Negotiation Strategies for Environmental
Protection (EMU Oak)
This panel will present ongoing strategies in the land use process
as alternatives to ligitation.
Ed Goodman, Oregon Water Trust
Holly Gaya, Clark County Neighborhood Outreach
Doug Ballou, NACCC/Hazel Dell Neighborhood Association
NEPA Alternative Assessment:
Will We Lose the Heart of the
EIS? (LAW 243)
NEPA's requirement to consider and analyze all reasonable
alternatives is under attack from numerous quarters. This panel will
examine these attacks and the essential actions to retain the heart
of NEPA.
Mary O'Brien, University of Oregon
Robert Smythe, Potomac Resource Consultants
Bryan Bird, Sierra Club

Heidi Godwin, Sierra Club Grizzly Bear Ecosystems Project

Supporting Grassroots Organizing: Community Based
Lawyering as a Means for Achieving Environmental Justice
(LAW 175)
Equal Justice Works Fellows will discuss innovative ways to
achieve environmental justice for communities that are
disproportinately impacted by pollution. This innovative approach
combines grassroots community organizing and advocacy, public
education, media, and regulatory oversight litigation.
Amanda Moore, Equal Justice Works Fellow
Jeanna Zokovitch, Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation
Amy S. Cohen, Golden Gate University Environmental Law
and Justice Clinic

Teach Your Parents Well: Listening to Our Youngest Environmental Leaders (LAW 142)
David Brower championed young leaders as a way to keep the
movement energized, bold, and effective. Find out what recent
winners of the David Brower Youth Award have to say about their
successful strategies and the ways older leaders have helped and
hindered their efforts.
Mikhail Davis, Earth Island Institute
Barbara Brown, Don't Be Crude
Jessian Choy, Student Environmental Center
Amir Nadav,School Bus Diesel Campaign
What To Do When a Power Plant Comes Knocking? (LAW 241)
This panel will discuss what to do about existing and proposed
fossil fuel powered electric generating facilities located near
communities. There will be discussion about zoning, land use,
water withdrawal, and Clean Air Act permitting and enforcement.
Robert Ukeiley, Georgia Center for Law in the Public Interest
Kelly Haragan, Public Citizen
Liam Sherlock
Wise Use Ocean Management:
Henhouse
(LAW 141)

The Fox Guarding the

The Department of Commerce manages your oceans by deferring
to regional councils consisting largely of commercial and
sportfishing interests. With mounting criticism of fisheries management as unsustainable, there is an effort to reform it to include an
ecosystem-based precautionary approach. Panelists will discuss
opportunities to take back our oceans.
Coby Dolan, The Ocean Conservancy
Whit Sheard, The Ocean Conservancy
Gerry Leape, National Environmental Trust/Marine Conservation Network
Would You Like Some Arsenic With That Fertilizer? (EMU
Metolius)
The EPA has recently expanded the loophole allowing hazardous
wastes to be "recycled"into fertilizers. This panel willdiscuss the
risks of using hazardous wastes in fertilizers.
Melissa Powers,Western Environmental Law Center
David Monk, Oregon ToxicsAlliance
Patricia Martin, Safe Food and Fertilizer

WORKSHOPS
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Restoring Grizzly Bears Throughout Their Range (LAW 284)

Ethics in Environmental Litigation (LAW110)

Despite over 25 years of legal protection and millions of dollars, the
grizzly bear remains an imperiled species in the lower 48 states.
T"hispanel will discuss the current status of the grizzly bear,

Note: This workshop will meet from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m.
This workshop will discuss ethical issues in environmental litigation
and practice. This year's topics are expected to include multijurisdictional practice, unauthorized practice of law, disciplinary
procedures, fee agreements, and discovery.
Michael Nixon

'yigation
efforts, habitat needs, and the proposal to delist in
Yellowstone.
Marc Fink, Western Environmental Law Center
Mike Bader, Natural Resources Consultant

Rick Poulin, Smith & Lowney, P.L.L.C.
Robert Steele, Virginia Deptartment of Environmental Quality

Deep Ecology Experiential Workshop (Ben Linder)
An interactive session that will focus on the individual's relationship
to both the ecosystem and the human community. The workshop
will combine sharing concepts of Deep Ecology with experiential
activities that connect people.
Torsti Rovainen, Mt. Adams Northwest Service Academy

How Can Communities Protect Themselves from Mining?
(ELAW) (LAW 141)
Come learn about community organizing in oposition to destructive
mining operations.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Rugemeleza Nshala, Lawyers Environmental Action Team,
Tanzania

10:30 a.m. - Noon

Nature Hike (LAW Lobby)
A walking tour of the University of Oregon's campus and its trees
and groves. Please meet in front of the law school.
Roy Keene, Public Interest Forestry
10:45 a.m.- 11 :45 a.m.

MultimediaPresentation
(EMU Fir)
Cascadia's Forgotten Wild
The forests of the Klamath-Siskiyou region in Northern California
are some of the wildest and most diverse coniferous forests in the
world and a land bridge between the Sierras, Cascades, and Coast
Ranges. They are also facing major threats from the Bush Administration, including commercial logging, road building, harmful energy
projects, water diversions, sacred land threats, salvage logging, and
herbicides. Come watch this slideshow, video presentation and
discussion of this beautiful, imperiled region.
Regina Chichizola, Klamath-Siskiyou Wild.

PANELS/ PRESENTATIONS
10:30 a.m. - 11 :45 a.m.

Can't See the Forest for the Greed: Protecting Private Forest
Lands (EMUOak)
This panel will discuss nationwide efforts to protect and conserve
private forest lands by drafting Model Forest Practice Act legislation
in the Southeast and by the Model Forestry Policy Program
(MFPP).
Sharon Duggan, Earthjustice
Ray Vaughn, Wildlaw
Mary Scurlock, Pacific Rivers Council
Bud Watson, Model Forest Policy Program

Communication Towers, Migratory Birds, and the Law (EMU
Walnut)
The Federal Communications Commission is authorizing communications towers at a breakneck pace to the detriment of public health
and the environment. This panel will discuss legal issues raised by
FCC's communication tower authorization program and litigation
underway to protect the public and migratory birds against radiation
hazards.
John Talberth, Forest Conservation Council
Bryan Bird, Sierra Club
Janet Newton, Citizens and Professionals for the Responsible
Use of Electromagnetic Radiation
Direct Action: Exploring Tactics Past and Present (LAW 184)
Which direct action tactics and strategies willwork to halt or slow
down the destruction of ecosystems?
Dan Brister, Buffalo Field Campaign
Karen Pickett, Earth First!
Excluding Timber Sales from Public Review (LAW 142)
The Bush Administration is cutting the public's right to be involved in
the management
of our National Forests. This panel will review
Forest Service and BLM proposals to exclude logging from publici
NEPA review and discuss implications for our National Forests.
Rene Voss, John Muir Project
Matt Kenna, Kenna & Hickox, P.C.
Brenna Bell, Klamath Siskiyou Wildlands Center

Susan Jane Brown, Gifford Pinchot Task Force

MecheLu,Science
CircuitRider,Peru

'-'

Pratap Chatterjee, Hesperian Foundation
Christopher Sewall, Western Shoshone Defense Project
Local Science, Local Protection (LAW 284)
Local administration of environmental protection has different
resources and politics than federal regulation. Local challenges
include acceptable environmental risks and the difficulties of
politics as an element of the local science. The advantages,
though, include public access and municipal accountability,
localized knowledge, and expediency in implementation.
Mark R. Underhill, Kleinfelder, Inc.
David Howe, Clark County
Richard Dyrland, Friends of the East Fork
John S. Karpinski, CCNRC

Oregon Ocean Water Quality (EMURogue)
This panel willdiscuss the current state of marine environment and
status of protection efforts in Oregon.
David Revell, Surfrider Foundation
David Hatch
Ayalyn Taylor, Portland Audubon Society
Reflections on Measure 27 and GE Activism (LAW 241)
Measure 27 was a successful initiative with strong popular support,
until out-of-state money crushed the effort to label genetically
modified foods with high powered advertising campaigns. This
panel will discuss the successes
and pitfalls of grassroots efforls to
challenge GMOs, and hopeful future strategies.
Donna Harris, Measure 27
Jenny Davis, KBOO
Annie Ray, Western Organizers Resource Council
Saving the West Through Progressive Land Use Management
(EMU Metolius)
Unrestrained development and irresponsible resource extraction is
assaulting the West. Building bridges between the environmental
movement, rural communities, and their local governments can
preserve the West we all love. This panel will address innovative
approaches to local land management that seek to preserve
environmental resources and traditional communities.
Simeon Herskovits, Western Environmental Law Center
Moises Gonzales, Rio Arriba County Government
Ralph Bloemers, Cascade Resources Advocacy Group

Social Construction of Nature and Environmental Protection
(EMU Maple)
This panel willseek out and analyze different "social constructions"
of nature and discuss the effect of these constructions in the
ongoing environmental protection effort. Constructivists accept the
absence of a universally applicable, objective concept of "nature, "
and note that the variouslegalsystems dealing with property and
natural processes constitute, in a sense, "legalconstructions"of

nature.
Keith H. Hirakawa, Erikson & Hirokawa
Chaone Mallory, University of Oregon
Strategies for Confronting Climate Change: What Needs to Be
Done (LAW 175)
Reducing the U.S.'s reliance on oil improves our national security
while reducing the impact of global climate change. Panelists will
present updates on what cities, campuses, states, and other
countries are doing to confront global climate change.
Dan Ihara, Center for Environmental Economic Development
Julian Dautremont-Smith, Students Engaged in Eco-Defense
Hal Thomas Nelson

~

Unintended Effects of Regional Litigation Strategies: Preclusion
and Political Considerations Involving Regional Forest Litigation
(EMU Umpqua)
Regional litigation has successfully prevented the government from
~.dolatingenvironmental laws across vast forest landscapes. These
~uccesses carry risk, however, as injunctions get lifted other regional
litigation stategies will develop. Thispanel will discuss recent
problems arising from past regional lawsuits and ways to avoid these
risks.
Melissa Powers, Western Environmental Law Center
Stephanie Parent, Pacific Environmental Advocacy Center
Chris Winter, Cascade Resources Advocacy Group
Urban Growth and Land Use Planning Around the World (ELAW)
(EMU Alsea)
This panel willdiscuss the problems of urban sprawl in some of the
world's most populated countries and land use planning solutions.
Pavel Franc, Ekologicky Pravni Servis, Czech Republic
Asis Perez,Tanggol Kalikasan, Philippines
Eva Kovacechova,Center for Environmental Public Advocacy,
Slovakia
Kabita Basnet Pandey, Pro Public, Nepal

SATURDAY LUNCH (Gerlinger)
11:45a.m.-12:40 p.m.
KEYNOTERS (EMU Ballroom)
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dr. Noel

Sturgeon
Hon. Robert Yazzie

V
SPECIAL EVENTS
3:00p.m.. 4:00p.m.
Multimedia Presentation (EMU Fir)
National Forest Aerial Photography Project
This event presents stunning, never-before-seen aerial photo maps of
national forests. Get an unprecedented view of how heavily public
lands have been impacted by logging.
Brett Cole, Professional Nature Photographer

PANELS/ PRESENTATIONS
2:45p.m.- 4:00p.m.
Cleaning up Eugene's Railroad Contamination: Collaboratively or
Through Litigation (CAER) (LAW 175)
This panel will present an overview of the contamination in the
neighborhoods surrounding the Eugene railyard and an appraisal of
the health risks for those living there. Can we resolve this issue
collaboratively or must we resort to litigation?
David Monk, Oregon Toxics Alliance
Serena Rainey, Community Against Raifroad Pollution
Chris Wise, Northwest Environmental Justice Center
Michael Waldorf, Trainsong Neighbors

Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations: Water and Air Update
(LAW 284)
11.~ctory farms pollute thousands of miles of America's waterways, and
U;ul air and groundwater. This panel will discuss recent developments
in enforcement and regulatory policy, and how these changes will
affect rural communities struggling against factory farm pollution.
Brent Newell, Center on Race, Poverty and the Environment
Charlie Tebbutt,Western Environmental Law Center

Melanie Shepherdson, Natural Resources Defense Councif
Cows vs. Condos (LAW 141)
Must taxpayers subsidize livestock grazing on public and private
land to prevent the development of open space? Do these
subsidies actually protect open space or are there other ways to
prevent sprawl that don't involve propping up the livestock
industry?
Gilly Lyons, National Public Lands Grazing Campaign
George Wuerthner, National Public Lands Grazing Campaign
Disputes Over Water Quality and Quantity: Global
Perspecives (ELAW) (EMU Rogue)
This panel will discuss water disputes and strategies for their
resolution in the Americas, Africa, and Europe.
Raquel Gutierrez Najera, Centro Mexicano de Derecho
Ambiental
James Njelwa, Lawyers Environmental Action Team,
Tanzania
Mauricio Diaz, Fundepublic, Colombia
Eduardo Salazar Ortuno, Spain

Gender and the Environment: Theory, Politics, Action (EMU
Gumwood)
Ecofeminism is both a bridge between and a critical intervention
into feminism and the environmental movement.
We will
examine some of the ways that women and nature are connected through their historic positions as objects of exploitation
and degradation. This panel will also explore the claim that
ending environmental destruction is bound up with liberation for
women, people of color," the poor, and other subordinated
groups. We will also discuss gendered aspects of environmental
discourse and activism, and how gender relations and dynamics
manifest within environmental struggles.
Chaone Mallory, University of Oregon
Noel Sturgeon, Washington State University
Bonnie Mann, Sonoma State University
Genetic Engineering Testing, Regulation, and the Environment (LAW 184)
Genetically modified plant varieties are regulated like traditionally
bred ones. This panel will discuss the sufficiency of the curent
regulatory scheme and whether precautionary principles might
be a more appropriate method.
Steve Strauss, Oregon State University
Alan Bennet, U.S. Food and Drug Administration
Mary O'Brien, Citizens for Scientific Accountability
Post-Fire Timber Sale Litigation on Federal Lands (JELL)
(EMU Maple)
The Bush Administration has used the recent wildfires as
justification for the Healthy Forest Initiative, including a commitment to post-fire salvage logging despite the degrading ecological consequences. This panel will discuss the trends in post-fire
salvage logging litigation on federal lands.
Marc Fink, Western Environmental Law Center
Rene Voss, John Muir Project
Rachel Fazio, John Muir Project
Susan Jane Brown, Gifford Pinchot Task Force
Protecting Natural Resources under the Public Trust
Doctrine (LAW 243)
The public trust doctrine is a potentially powerful tool for protecting waterways and other natural resources. Come hear about
various applications of and attacks on this vital protective
principle.
John Buse, Environmental Defense Center
Iryna Kwasny, Riverlaw
Scott Reed

Emancipating

Grassroots Activism (EMU Ben Linder)
Set the grassroots free! This panel will discuss how to fertilize

grassroots activism.
Ray Vaughn, Wildlaw
Denise Boggs, Utah Environmental Congress
Bonnie Phillips, National Audubon Society
Tom Giesen
Salvage Logging in Late Successional Reserves (EMU
Metolius)
Late Successional Reserves is the "old growth" protection system
established by the Northwest Forest Plan. The BLM and USFS,
though, plan to commercially log these forests which would be the
"death" for listed salmon, steelhead and owl populations.
Lori Cooper, Siskiyou Project
Francis Eatherington, Umpqua Watersheds
George Sexton, Klamath Siskiyou Wildlands Center
Cindy Deacon Williams, Headwaters
Students Saving Forests (EMU Walnut)
Students' roles in protecting our forests are increasing, from
targeted corporate campaigns like the successful one against
Staples to helping many of the forest fights in the Northwest.
Sarah Wald, BARK
Linda Wells, Free the Planet
Trey Avery, Western Washington University
Liz Butler, ForestEthics

The New War in the West: Coal bed Methane (EMU Alsea)
The unique impacts of CBM development include the dewatering
and drawdown of coal seam aquifers. Massive volumes of wastewater containing salts, ammonia and lead are disposed of untreated
into rivers and onto the land. This panel will discuss legal, regulatory, organizing, and public education being employed by groups
working on this issue.
Mike Reisner, Northern Plains ResourceCouncil
Steve Jones, Wyoming Outdoor Council
Travis Stills
Kelly Matheson, Wyoming Outdoor Council
Your Role in the Drama of Climate Change: What You Can Do
(LAW 142)
This panel will describe practical ways everyone can help confront
the risk of climate change, as well as the efforts of municipalities
and labor and faith-based groups.
Dan Ihara, Center for Environmental Economic Development
Jim Jontz, Alliance for Sustainable Jobs and the Environment
Susan Ode, Cities for Climate Protection

WORKSHOPS
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Clean Water v. Big Oil (LAW 241)
This workshop will review South Tahoe Public Utilitv \I.Shell Oil, the
first case in the country to find that gasoline containing MTBE is a
defective product. Furthermore, the jury found that Shell Oil and
Arco Chemical acted with malice, a finding that required the
impositionof punitive damages. Admission to this workshop is free.
Duane C. Miller, Attorney
Freedom of Information Act and Public Records (LAW 110)
This workshop will discuss how citizens can use the FOIA to access
government information.
Dave Bahr, FOIAdvocates
Dan Stotter, FOIAdvocates
Water Resource Management in the 21st Century: Crisis And
Opportunity (EMU Oak)
This workshop will examine various facets of water resource
management including: existing regulation of water resources;
ramifications of varying water rights systems; the public trust
doctrine and public control vs. commodification of water; water
exports and the implications of international trade agreements;

restoring instream flows; water exports; and building effective
grassroots campaigns to assert local control.
Simeon Herskovits, Western Environmental Law Center
Nadananda, Friends of the Eel River
Jane Kelly, Public Citizen
Michael Warburton, Public Trust Alliance
Nancy Price

SPECIAL EVENTS
4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.

MultimedtaPresel1tation
(EMU Ftr)
A Journey to the Outskirts of the Universe
Take a voyage around the earth, to the moon and planets, and
through the Milky Way and distant galaxies. Each amazing
photograph is real (from the Hubble Space Telescope, NASA, JPL,
etc.) and helps put in context-just how precious and beautiful our
planet is in the larger universe. A mind-altering hour.
Larry Deckman

PANELS/PRESENTATIONS
4:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Avoiding Pitfalls

of Mootness (Law 243)
Public agencies and private corporations as defendants
defeat lawsuits by acting while the suit is pending to try
case dismissed, alleging that the lawsuit is 'moot'. This
discuss how to beat the mootness defense and provide

often try to
to have the
panel will
war

stories.
Stephen Velyvis, Law Offices of Thomas N. Lippe
Pete Frost, Western Environmental Law Center
Jay Tutchton, Earthjustice

Bucking the Odds:
(LAW 175)

Designating Critical Habitat under the ESA

This panel will discuss how to overcome the federal government's
resistance to designating critical habitat for endangered species
and how to maximize such protections after designation.
Marty Bergoffen, Southern Appalachian Biodiversity Project
Kieran Suckling, Center for Biological Diversity
Noah Greenwald, Center for Biological Diversity
Forest Resource Management: Moving From Neglect to Active
Management (EMU Alsea)
.
The environmental community is faced with the challenge to move
from the prevention of further degradation of forest ecosystems
into the realm of restoration and active management. A do-nothing
or no-cut stance contributes to the negligence and damages. We
must create a viable restoration strategy or we lay the future costs
and liability at the feet of our grandchildren while rural communities
disintegrate.
Jim Doran, Colville Community Forestry Coalition
Bruce Lippke, University of Washington
Emily Black, Gifford Pinchot Task Force
Jasmine Minbashian, Northwest Old Growth Campaign
Russell Vaagen, Vaagen Brothers Mill

Genetic Engineering and Human Rights (LAW184)
With increasing ownership of plant varieties, farmers around the
world are prevented from saving their own seed from year to year,
and have been held liable for theft of protected plant traits. This
panel addresses how property rights have collided with our age-ole'
human obligation to steward our genetic heritage, and addresses '-'
the international regimes to address this crisis.
Ignacio Chapell a, University of California Berkeley
Svitlana Kravchenko, University of Oregon School of Law
Dr. Mae-Wan Ho, Institute of Science in Society

..

In Search of Oil and Gas: Seismic Exploration Pounds the
West (EMU-Metolius)
Thispanel will examine how the oil and gas industry ramped up
efforts to get gas out of the ground. The first step is to send in 30::-m thumper trucks to criss-cross tens of thousands of square miles

~

public lands in the West leaving a swath of destruction in their
path. This panel will briefly address the problems created by these
massive industrial machines and then focus on where we stand in
the legal battle to stop the destruction they cause.
Kelly Matheson, Wyoming Outdoor Council/Southern Utah
Wilderness Alliance
Steve Bloch, Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance
Mike Chiropolos, Land and Water Fund of the Rockies
Jay Tutchton, Earthjustice
Marine Reserves and Ocean Wilderness (LAW 141)
Marine reserves that would ban all extractive uses in ocean areas
are being embraced by activists and scientists alike. Together, they
are calling for the dedication of ocean wilderness similar in scope to
terrestrial wilderness.
Kris Balliet, The Ocean Conservancy
Brook Simler, COMPASS
Maureen Wilmot, Ocean Wilderness Network

Protecting Coastal Resources under the Coastal Zone Management Act (LAW 142)
How to use the federal Coastal Zone ManagementAct to increase
protection for coastal resources and enhance the role of coastal
states in the planning and permitting processes.'
Linda Krop, Environmental Defense Center
Bob Shavelson, Cook Inlet Keeper
Richard Hildreth, University of Oregon School of Law
The Fight to Define and Protect "Waters of the United States"
(EMU-Maple)
The Bush Administration Regulatory Forces (BARFs) are attempt\-.J,ig to redefine "waters of the U.S." after the Supreme Court's
--SWANCC decision. Participate in discussions about the BARF's
efforts to dry up federal jurisdiction and discuss where to go next
from 9th Circuit victories in Headwaters and League of Wilderness
Defenders.
Charlie Tebbutt, Western Environmental Law Center
Brent Foster
The Post-Fire Landscape: Save or Salvage? (JELL) (LAW 284)
This panel will discuss the scientific fallacies that underlie post-fire
salvage logging projects, as well as the legal implications of this
faulty science.
Rachel Fazio, John Muir Project
Tim Ingalsbee, Western Fire Ecology Center
Chad Hanson, John Muir Project

SATURDAY DINNER (Gerlinger)
5:30

p.m. - 6:45 p.m.

KEYNOTERS (EMU Ballroom)
7:30 p.m.- 9:30 p.m.
Dr. Robert Bullard
Rev. AI Sharpton

v~undaYf
March9
REGISTRATION
8:00

a.m.- 11 :00 a.m.

Front Steps UO Law School

SPECIAL EVENTS
6:00 a.m.

Sunrise prayer Service (LAW courtyard)
A sunrise prayer led by Corbin Harney.

PANELS/ PRESENTATIONS
9:00 a.m. -10:15 a.m.
Immigrants, Farm Workers, and Environmental
Justice (CAER)
(LAW 243)
Building on the works of Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta, and the
United Farm Workers, this panel will address environmental justice,
human rights, and equality for immigrants and women.
Guadalupe Quinn, CAUSA
Carmen Urbina, Centro Latinoamericano

Community, Networking, and Complexity (LAW241)
This panel will explore how dynamic systems and open source
technology can help communities to freely "gift" information,
interact, interconnect, and thrive.
Diane Erause, Lost Valley Education Center
Dr. Alder Fuller, Prototista Alternative Education Organization
Jair, Imaginify Community Network
Mark Williams, Oregon Public Networking
Green Party: Global Hop~, Local Activism (EMU Ben Linder)
Local Green Party activists will describe their role in the international Green movement. Panelists are involved in grassroots
organizing; efforts to reclaim the Bill of Rights; peace, justice and
health care issues; and campaign finance and electoral reform.
Learn about the history and successes of the Green Party and the
Party's role in governments and cabinets throughout the world.
Blair Bobier, Pacific Green Party of Oregon
Hope Marston, Pacific Green Party
Sarah Charlesworth, Pacific Green Party
Lloyd K. Marbet, Oregon Conservancy Foundation

Human Rights and the Environment (ELAW)(LAW110)
This panel will analyze the relationship between human rights and
the environment and discuss how environmental harms can be
directly related to human rights violations.
Astrid Puentes, Attorney, Colombia
M.C. Mehta, Attorney, India
Dr. Sviti ana Kravchenko, Oregon-Lviv University Partnership
Agustin Bravo, Fuerca Ambiental, Mexico
Inert Pesticides (LAW 142)
With laws requiring such everyday products as shaving cream to
baked beans to list each and every ingredient, why do we allow the
manufacturers of toxic pesticides to hide from public disclosure the
identities of the majority of their ingredients as "inert?"
Heather Brinton, Western Environmental Law Society
Caroline Cox, Northwest Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides
The True Cost of Industrial Aquaculture:
A Global Perspective
(LAW 284)
Coastal ecosystems, such as mangrove forests, have supported
the livelihoods of indigenous and local coastal populations for
centuries. Yet today, these coastal areas are being industrialized
by the so-called "Blue Revolution." Millions of hectares, including
valuable mangrove forests, have been cleared to make way for the
shrimp and slamon aquaculture industries. Tragically, these
unsustainable industries are causing irreversibly environmental
damage and disrupting the lives of millions of coastal inhabitants.

Public Interest Environmental Law: Practicing or Preventing
Revolution? (EMUFir)
This panel of practitioners and academics will discuss the critique
of the practice of public interest environmental law by addressing
the meaning of "radical" and examining both the reformist
tendencies and the revolutionary potential of public interest
environmental law and practices.
Travis Stills
Brenna Bell, Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Center
Mark Seis, Fort Lewis College

The Environmental Impact of Our Day-to-Day Food Choices
(LAW 175)
Changing food choices can reduce our environmental impact to
one tenth of what it presently is and allow people in "underdeveloped" countries to have enough to eat.
Dale Lugenbehl, Lane Community College
Sandy Aldridge, Lane Community College
Kristi Straus, Trader Joe's Grocery Store
Trespass and GMOs (LAW 184)
Ownership of plant varieties has resulted in tremendous consolidation of the seed industry and agriculture. The issue of gene flow
and inadvertent capture of patent protected traits make this more
troublesome. This panel will explore the evolution of patent law,
its implications for farmers, and the emerging issues within
trespass and nuisance law.
Andy Lopata, UO School of Law
JJ Haapala, Farmer Cooperative Genome Project
Barry Lia, IfGene US
Chris Shreiner, Oregon Tilth, Inc.

PANELS/ PRESENTATIONS
10:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.

Cascadia Summer: A Season of Resistance (LAW110)
From Northern California to Washington and beyond, our public
lands and native forests are threatened by the Bush administration. As our enviromentallaws unravel, activists from all over
Cascadia are calling for action through the use of a diversity of
tactics to protect our last wild places. Come find out how to get
involved.
Brenna Bell, Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Center
Leeanne Siart, Cascadia Forest Defenders
Regina Chichizola, Siskiyou Forest Defenders
Death by Desalination (LAW 284)
This panel will discuss the environmental destruction and injustice
that we would impose on the Mexican Cucapa tribe if, instead of
conserving water in the West, we allow toxic waste from desalination to be placed on the species and tribes of western North
America.
Lisa Force, Living Rivers
Monica Gonzales, Represenative of Cucapa Fisherman
Michelle Harrington, Center for Biological Diversity
Jane Kelly, Public Citizen Consumer Group
Defending Indigenous Rights in International Courts:

Environmental

Law in Indian Country (EMU Ben Linder)

Brenda Brainard, Title VII
Anna Watanabe, Columbia Inter-Tribal Fish Commission
Corbin Harney, Spritual Leader of the Western Shoshone

GE and the Public Domain (LAW184)
The privatization of genetic resources threatens continued
development of new varieties as well as global and community
food security. This panel will address the role of public researchers, publicly held plant genetic resources, and how increasing
ownership of plant varieties impacts the diversity and development of plant varieties.

Steve Jones, Washington State University Wheat Breeder
Alan Kapuler, Peace Seeds/Deep Diversity Seed Co.
JJ Haapala, Cooperative Genome Project
Grazing Litigation Update (LAW 141)
Grazing litigation has moved in important new directions recently.
Learn the strategies lawyers around the country are using to protec~
public lands from the impacts of grazing.
Jim Angell, Earthjustice
Judi Brawer, Advocates for the West
Robert Wiygul, Waltzer & Associates
Mac Lacy, Oregon Natural Desert Association
Insurance Issues in Environmental Litigation (EMU Rogue)
In environmental litigation, insurance coverage is an important
consideration for defense and plaintiffs' lawyers alike. This panel will
provide an overview of when insurance coverage is available and will
offer practical tips and strategy on how to use insurance coverage to
your client's advantage.
Brian Chenoweth, Rycewicz Chenoweth, LLP
Christopher Rycewicz, Rycewicz Chenoweth, LLP
Sheila Potter

Klamath Basin Update (LAW 175)
This panel willdiscuss the legal, scientific, and policy developments
taking place in the Klamath Basin following the highly publicized
water wars of last year.
Michael Mayer, Earthjustice
TBA
Population Versus Consumption: Either/Or or All or Nothing
(EMU Oak)
Is the United States (and Oregon) overpopulated, over-consumptive,
or both? Can we address one issue without addressing the other?
John Baldwin, Institute for Sustainable Environment
Albert Kaufman, Population Connection
Ramona Rex, Sierra Club, Columbia Group
Turning Local Politicians into Allies (EMUMaple)
Peg Regan, Conversation Leaders
Tom Lininger, Lane County Commissioner

SUNDAY BRUNCH (Gerlinger)
11:45a.m. -12:40p.m.
KEYNOTERS/ CLOSING ADDRESS (EMU Ballroom)
1:00 p.m. - 2:45

p.m.

Jennifer O'Donnell
Fatima Jibrell
Dolores Huerta

conference
syonsors
~

land Air Water (LAW.) is the world's oldest environmental

Environmental law Alliance Worldwide (ELAW) is a

I~Wstudent society. LAW.'s sixty-plus members from the

network of 250 environmental lawyers in 60 countries,
dedicated to protecting the environment through law. They
work by sharing legal and scientific advice across borders.
ELAWwas first created at a meeting during the 1989 Public
Interest Environmental Law Conference. The International
Secretariat is at 1855 Garden Avenue, Eugene, Oregon.
See www.elaw.org.

,liversity of Oregon School of Law organize the Conference
on a wholly volunteer basis. LAW. members also conduct
legal research for environmental
cases and publish the Western
Environmental Law Update, an
annual newsletter providing
insight on recent and potential
developments in environmental
LAND AIR WATER law. See www.pielc.org.

Friends of land AirWater

N

(F.L.A.W.) is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit
organization started by LAW.
E

members in 1993. The board of
directors includes graduates and
students of the University of Oregon
School of Law as well as interested
citizens and attorneys from the
community. Its primary interest is the
annual Public Interest Environmental Law Conference.

The Coalition Against Environmental Racism (CAER)is
a student-based group dedicated to providing a forum for
education and organization to promote environmental
justice. CAER brings together the community and students
from the Survival Center, Multicultural Center, ethnic student
unions, and the Law School-organizations that have not
traditionally worked together.
The Journal of Environmental law and Litigation (JELL),
has provided a national forum for the discussion and
presentation of new ideas and theories in environmental and
natural resources law since 1985. JELL educates students
for careers in environmental law, disseminates important
informationto the environmental community, and plays an
integral role in the University of Oregon Law School's
nationally and internationally recognized environmental law
program.
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RESPECT

& PROTOCOL

For Speaking and Interacting with Indigenous People
Provided by members of the Native American Student Union
There will be a large number of Indigenous people from communitiesaround the world at this conference. For some this will be the first time
they will interact with people from "First Nations."This section has been created to make this interaction as smooth and rewarding 2
possible. Non-native people have a poor record for developing relationswith First Nation Communites.There may be many specific reason~
for this, but one of the most common and easiest to overcome is a lack of understanding. If you want to work with Indigenous People, you
should make an honest effort to observe and understand their protocol. As we learn to respect others' ways, it helps teach us to respect our
own ways more. Native protocol is not difficult or complicated, it requires only common sense and respect. Knowing that it exists is the way
to begin the process. However, there are not just "Indian" people in this world; there are many Indigenous Nations. Each has a different
language,different environment,and a different culture.As such they all have differentprotocol, but there are commonalities which exist in all.
The following is a list of basic protocol

.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.
.

.

Do NOT touch an Indigenous person's clothing, possessions or
hair without their permission.
In order to speak to an Indigenous person, whether elder or not,
approach them and wait. They will acknowledge you as long as
they know you are waiting. Respect is gained by not just rushing
up and "thrusting yourself upon them."
Prayer is very important and there are many ways people pray.If
someone seems to be deeply focused, it would be best to wait for'
them to give you their attention.
Many Indigenouspeople do not do the "firm business handshake."
Try a gentle but firm handshake.
Speak softly, clearly, and slowly.English is not everyone'sfirst language.
Avoid stereotypes.
Some Indigenous people feel it is impolite to stare someone in the.
eyes. If they do not look at you when you or they are speaking,take.
it as a sign that perhaps you should do the same.
Indigenouspeoplehave titles and national identities.Ask the proper
way to address them and their people.
Do not eat, talk, or walk around when a First Nations person is
talking. If you must, try to do it between speakers or as discreetly.
as possible.
Most indigenous names are considered sacred and are not to be

joked about or made fun of.
. Show respect for the beliefs and traditions of those to and about
whom you are speaking.
. Be truthful at all times and avoid figures of speech. Indigenous
people take what you say literally.
. Many Indigenous people open a talk with a prayer or song. It is a
sign of respect to stand at these times and not take pictures.
Among Indigenouspeople, women generally keep a distance from
men and sacred objects during ''their moon" each month, when
their feminine energy is at its most intense. If you want to speak to
a male elder, ask a woman in the party first and do not shake his
hand.
. Do not allowalcoholor mind-alteringsubstances,or yourselfif under
the influence, around sacred objects or elders.
Do not take photographs without permission.
Avoid whistling at night. Many Indigenous people from North
America and other areas believe this draws spirits, including bad
ones.
. Neverwalk betweentwo peoplewho are speakingor interruptthem,
unless the building is on fire-then do it respectfully.
In general, try to show respect at all times in front of Indigenou,-,"
people, especially elders. Act as you would in front of your own
leaders, spiritual people, and role models.

This is not a complete list, just guidelines, for Indigenous people are all different. As Indigenous people, they have already had to learn to work
through these differences. Do not let this list intimidate you. Take this opportunity to talk to them respectfully, find similarities and learn from
the differences.
DISCLAIMER
L.A.w. strives to provide a broad spectrum of opinions and asks attendees to respect the various viewpoints you will encounter at
the Conference. The statements and opinions expressed at the Conference belong soley to the individual speakers, not the position of
the University of Oregon, Land Air Water or Friends of Land Air Water. Land Air Water requests that attendees respect both the
facilities and the volunteers that make the Conference possible.
RECORDINGS
Recordings of all panels (audio) and keynote presentations (audio and video) are available to the public for purchase as soon as possible,
often during the conference. Attendees may record keynote presentations with their own equipment. LAW will provide a media feed box
in the designated media area on the east side of the room. There are a total of six balanced male XLR outputs which can be individually
switched at the output to provide a microphone or line level signal. Limited AC power will be available. Access to the feeds will be on a
"first come, first served" basis. Anyone connecting equipment to these outputs must supply all cords and adapters necessary for a
successful connection. In-house technical staff will verify the presence of a clean, correctly-modulated signal at each of the feed box's
outputs. The user is responsible for maintaining the signal quality beyond that point. Unless specific exceptions are cleared through Land
Air Water staff in advance, no additional microphones or other devices are permitted on or in the vicinity of the Ballroom stage and lectern.
If you need additional technical information, please contact UO Event Services at (541)346-3087.

Thank you.

ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
LAW. is an equal opportunity group committed to cultural diversity & compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
This publication will be made available in accessible formats upon request. For disabilities accomodations, please contact the L.A.W.
office at 346-3828. Sign language interpreters will be present at all Keynote speeches.

